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Abstract 

“Buddhist-style” is a new emerged subculture among young college students. On the one 
kind, it reflects social existence, on the other kind, it also impacts mainstream values and 
impedes the youth from correct mission and responsibility. At present, the group of 
Buddha-like youth is increasingly expanded. The popularity of “Buddhist-style” stirs 
great attention of the public. The existence of Buddha-like youth has its positive effect 
and also negative effect, which makes it need treating in dialectical. Dealing with 
Buddhist-style culture dialectically is to conduct ideological and political education to 
colleges and universities more efficiently for leading them to form correct socialist core 
values. It will guide the students to grow in healthy, be brave to shoulder the historic 
mission for realizing the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation and make their 
contributions to the Two Centenary Goals. 
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1. Introduction  

At the end of 2017, a word, “Buddha-like youth”, was popular over the internet and widely 
spread among the young college students. What deriving from it includes “Buddhist-style 
attending school”, “Buddhist-style shopping”,“Buddhist-style love affair”, etc. Those words 
become the young college students’ pet phrases in a short time, which gradually expands to 
more Buddha-like young college students. Those students often voice with “That’s OK. Fine. It 
doesn’t matter.” They follow the idea of embracing the environment they live in and going with 
the flow. This “standing aloof from worldly affairs” phenomenon attract a great deal of social 
attention from the top to the bottom, from the main media to the internet self-media, and from 
the experts and scholars to the common people. 

With the rapid development of internet information technology, the Buddha-like youths’ 
principle and attitude toward life, “That’s OK. Fine. It doesn’t matter”, is increasingly affecting 
the various aspects of the young college students. However, the students are in the very time of 
forming their outlook on the world, life and values. The popularity of “Buddhist-style” culture 
will have a negative effect on their values. Therefore, it is of great importance for the present 
ideological and political educators to study the origin and features of Buddha-like youth, and 
the influence and guidance of it to the ideological and political education. They are required to 
objectively treat the “Buddha-like youth” culture in its real way, and dialectically evaluate the 
advantages and disadvantages of the “Buddhist-style” culture. Effective measures are expected 
to be made to direct the students toward correct values and help them develop into better ones, 
standing at the front of the tide and striving for pioneers of the age. 
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2. Analysis of “Buddha-like Youth” Culture 

2.1. Origin of “Buddha-like Youth” Culture 

In 2014,“Buddha-like youth” was first put forward by a Japanese magazine with a concept, 
“Buddha-like man”, which was referred to the kind of men who looked like common people 
according to their appearances but always gave the priority to the interests and hobbies. They 
did everything at the way and pace they liked. The men had no interest in making friends and 
preferred to stay alone instead. [1] 

In 2017 April, “Buddhist-style fans” occurred in the fans’ community. In September, a microblog 
author called “Naiqi is me” published an article, which was titled with “Yigang, a Buddhist-style 
fan, thank you. I get it. Amitabha. Very good indeed”, and mentioned the meaning of “Buddhist-
style fans”, making the phrases popular over the internet and acquainted by more people.  

On November 21, a wechat official account named “Liutongshe” delivered an article with the 
title Stomach Broken, Head Bald, Devoiced. Do the post-90s Generation Pursue Buddhist-style 
Life Again? It claimed, “Idolaters were free from chaos, peaceful in mind, kind and aloof to 
various matters. Graduates dealt with job application at such an attitude that submitting their 
resume when the idea of submitting came into their mind and attending an interview if they 
could remember it. No matter what kind of teammate they would work with, they regarded it 
as the god’s arrangement, and the success and failure also were accounted for as their fate.  [2] 
“Buddhist-style” came into the public’s sight after that.  

On December 11, “Newly Emerged Social Phenomenon”, a wechat official account which was 
good at catching people’s attention delivered an article titled The First Batch of the Post-90s 
Generation Had Been Pabbajjā. “With the water of the thermo mugs held in hand still hot, the 
post-90s generation of the office have found their new direction of life: being a Buddha-like 
people.”[3] This article successfully pushed the “Buddhist-style culture” to its climax. Later on, 
“Buddhist-style variety”, “Buddhist-style football fan”, “Buddhist-style health preservation” and 
“Buddhist-style love affair” had swiftly spread over. 

In fact, “Buddhist-style culture” is just another derivation of “Sang culture”. In 2014, the emojis 
and materials of “BoJack Horseman” and “sad frog”, representatives of “Sang culture”, was 
popular over the internet. The “Buddhist-style culture” is just another subculture of “Sang 
culture”, which can better reflect the features of present youths. The “Low desire” presented in 
the youths’ claim, “That’s OK. Fine. It doesn’t matter”, also attracted the mainstream media’s 
attention. The People's Daily has published a commentary article, On Buddha-like Youth Again, 
saying that the popularity of those reasonable and unreasonable in Buddhist-style in a short 
time actually hit the pain point of modern society: tiresome. The fast pace of livelihood, high 
pursuit in career and great spirit stress have been normal”. It can be concluded that the various 
pressure in modern society is the main cause of youths’ “Buddha-like mind”. In colleges and 
universities, there are an increasing number of students labeling themselves as “Buddha-like 
youths”. They are expected to be positive and forge ahead but now shrouded with the 
pessimistic and dispirited shell, treating everything at the attitude of following their fate. At this 
moment, “Buddha-like youth” has in a great degree becomes a negative label peculiar to the 
present youths. 

2.2. Main Features of “Buddha-like Youth” 

The ideological trend of “Buddha-like youth” culture delivers a pessimistic and dispirited 
principle toward life, which claims “no contesting, no sadness and happiness, and aloof to 
everything.” The youth seems “buddha-like” but not a real “buddha”. “They cherish nothing and 
have never felt threatened and are even aloof to all of value.” [4] Following are main features. 

Firstly, no desire and everything following fate. They live for interests and hobbies, never push 
themselves and do the same to others with everything following fate. Victor H. Vroom, a 
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psychologist, has put forward Expectancy Theory, which explains that the activeness of 
someone depends on the product of expected value and valence. That’s to say, “the low valence 
of someone for something and the low value in achieving his or her goal will jointly result in 
low motivation of the one for reaching some goal.” [5] This is the demonstration of losing ideals 
and beliefs and without life goal, lost for the future. Only when one refuses to confront the 
difficulties and setbacks that he or she has encountered will he embrace “That’s OK. Fine. It 
doesn’t matter”. 

Secondly, no contending and everything following fate. Buddha-like youths are not active for 
study, social interaction and school activities, show no passion for collective activities and turn 
a blind eye to various organizations and activities. Marx once said, “The essence of human being 
is not an abstract object inherent in a single person. As a matter of fact, it is the sum of all social 
relations.” [6] They are self-centered and get into a groove, staying in the small circle of 
themselves and show indifference to other people or things. Without communication and 
participation, they are gradually marginalized in their interpersonal communication and 
discard the fighting spirit and competitive consciousness which should be shared for young 
college students. 

Thirdly, eluding from reality and shrinking in front of setbacks. When confronted with 
difficulties or setbacks, they tend to take various pretexts, including “Failure is the mother of 
success, but success denies it” and “It’s not that I can’t get it, but I don’t want to get it” to 
safeguard their self-esteem and decency. Those who label themselves as “putting interests and 
hobbies in the first place and dealing with things according to the ways they prefer” and 
advocate “What I care about is not everlasting but once owned” actually are eluding from the 
reality and unwilling to take responsibility. Due to being unbearable for the blow of failure and 
setback, they can only comfort themselves with “following with fate” and “defeat or victory, 
both are ok”, just a decent pretext. The open-minded performance actually reflects that the 
college students have poor psychological endurance and weak resistance to frustration, which 
also demonstrates that they are deficient in self-cognition and confidence. This life attitude 
seeming “no contending, no desire for victory, and ok for everything” and the principles “open-
minded, contented and aloof to everything” actually are just the demonstration of egoism and 
indolence. 

3. Impact of Buddhist-style Culture to Young College Students 

The features of Buddhist-style culture, “no contending and no desire”, penetrate in the study 
and life of young college and university students, affecting their judgment and selection and 
bringing new challenge to universities’ ideological and political education. 

3.1. Dispelling College Students’ Mainstream Ideology Into Nihilism 

Mainstream culture reveals the nature of social ideology. The young college students are 
standing at the crossing of life development, exactly the important time for forming and 
establishing their values. However, the influence of network culture, the advancement of 
commercialization and the stress in real life make some of college students call themselves 
Buddhist-style youths. The attitude of “no contending and following with fate” actually are 
typical presentations of the elusion and compromise in front of difficulties and setbacks. More 
importantly, the Buddhist-style ideological trend is constantly impacting the spiritual world of 
young college students and dispelling college students’ mainstream ideology, leading to the 
widespread of pessimistic and dispirited feelings. The idea contained in what Buddhist-style 
culture encourages “no desire, no contending and aloof to everything” is the demonstration of 
nihilism, deviating from the what the core socialist values advocates. In some degree, Buddhist-
style culture tends to mislead the young college students to get trapped in the swamp of 
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stagnation, self-rejection and frustration and dispel the mainstream ideology of the students, 
ending with the step into nihilism. 

3.2. Deconstructing College Students’ Spiritual World, Leading to the Loss of 
Ideals and Beliefs 

The ideals and beliefs as firm as a great stone are one’s spiritual core, the source of spiritual 
strength and the foundation of one’s living in the world. They are the collective presentation of 
ones’ outlook on the world, life and values, the pillar of life and the beacon of progress. “Youths 
are the most active and energetic power of the whole society. A country can be full of hope and 
have a great tomorrow only when its younger generations have ideals, ability, and a strong 
sense of responsibility.” [7] However, the Buddhist-style culture tends to make young college 
students develop a way of doing things without enterprising, content with the status quo and 
no directions to work for. The youths abandon the vigor that young people should have, instead 
with relax at an age when they should struggle. They are idle for study, short-sighted for life 
and out of goal with puzzle. Buddhist-style Culture essentially is another form of Sang Culture, 
a modern presentation of young people’ mentality of this society in the new era. The popularity 
of Buddhist-style Culture in colleges tends to make the students comfort themselves for no 
struggle and squander their days without any plan. What they lose is the boundless courage to 
chase after dreams and the spirit for struggle, eventually doubtful for the meaning and value of 
the life. 

3.3. Decreasing the Moral Consciousness of College Students, Leading to Losing 
the Awareness of Social Responsibility 

The awareness of social responsibility is the concrete demonstration of outlook on the world, 
life and values in the society. The great awareness of social responsibility is an important 
prerequisite for building a harmonious society. “A nation will prosper only when its young 
people thrive.” [8] The Buddhist-style youth phenomenon in colleges let some students work 
for “no desire for everything, just following fate”. They don’t care anything at present, nor for 
those in the future. What they do centers on their interests and hobbies. They close themselves 
at the “attic” of social life and elude from the responsibilities they should take. According to 
Maslow's hierarchy of needs, the five kinds of needs are the inner motivation for the social 
development. When most of people accept and agree with the pessimistic life attitude of 
Buddha-like youths, “all are ok and everything follows fate”, the public will lack the 
responsibility to contribute for the group and society, aloof to social affairs and missions, which 
will inevitably lead to the stagnation of social development and preventing the advancement of 
the society. 

3.4. Advocating Idleness for Dealing with Things, Leading to No Enterprising in 
Study 

College is the turning point for one’s life direction. For most of students, the college study is the 
process when they grow from naive to mature. As a matter of fact, the college provides students 
a pretty good platform which can meet their various development and needs, a pure land for 
study and growth. However, when the wind of Buddhist-style blows into the campus, some 
young college students don’t know that they should cherish such a good opportunity. For study, 
they think “almost is enough”, whether the result is good or not, what important is to participate. 
They are aloof to those campus activities and collective activities and even pay no attention for 
those competitions and awards concerning their benefits. Those students have no clear plan for 
future career development and show themselves as indifferent to fame and fortune and isolated 
from the world. With a long time in this condition, their idleness mind will gradually erase their 
needs and the motivation for struggle and remove one’s ambition, which makes the one 
abandon themselves and depraved.  
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4. The Guidance for Buddhist-style Youth 

General secretary Xi Jinping once said, “Youths are the most active and energetic power of the 
whole society. The hope of a country relies on the youth, the same with the hope of a nation.” 
[9] Buddhist-style, as a group thing, is of great infectiveness. Confronted with the new challenge 
to college students in their ideological and political education, which is brought by the 
Buddhist-style trend, the educators cannot turn a blind eye for it but provide correct guidance 
according to the social reality and real condition of the youths so as to make them shoulder the 
responsibility for realizing the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation. 

4.1. Direct Young College Students in Fostering and Practicing Core Socialist 
Values 

The Report at the 19th National Congress of the CPC has noted, “Core socialist values represent 
the contemporary Chinese spirit and are a crystallization of the values shared by all Chinese 
people.” [8] As the soul of the socialist core values, the guiding ideology of Marxism provides us 
with a correct world outlook and methodology. It is a powerful ideological weapon for people 
to understand and transform the world. It must be worked to arm young college students’ mind 
with Marxist theories, assist the students in establishing a correct outlook on the world, the life, 
and values, enhance their innovative mind and social practice capability, and contribute to the 
society by uniting the power with the core socialist values at a meaningful life. As far as the 
young college students concerned, who is trapped in the mire of Buddhist-style, they should 
learn how to use the scientific worldview and methodology to correctly identify the basic laws 
of the social development, grasp the mainstream and tributary in social ideology, discriminate 
right and wrong, good and evil, beauty and ugliness in the social events and establish a life goal 
consistent with the socialist core value system. What they should lay emphasis on is the real 
life, and they should let the core values of socialism enter the ears, brains, and hearts. In this 
case, colleges and universities, as the talent training base for our country’s modernization, bear 
the responsibility of cultivating talents in all-round development, especially for good 
ideological and political qualities. We should guide the Buddhist-style college students to deal 
with the reality in a positive way, form optimistic attitude toward life, maintain their curiosity 
for the unknown world, be ready to join the social life and enhance their self-identity. 

4.2. Strengthen the Education of Ideals and Beliefs to Build A Solid Foundation 
for Young College Students’ Faith 

Ideals and beliefs are the "master switch" and "master key" of youths’ thought and practice. “If 
firm in ideals and beliefs, one’s bore will be hard.” The ideals and beliefs are the concentrated 
demonstration of one’s outlook on the world, the life and values. Sublime beliefs are the pillar 
of life and the beacon for navigation. As a young dream chaser of the new era, the ideals are 
their spiritual support. We need to strengthen the beliefs education for young college students, 
instruct them to establish and be firm in the ideals and beliefs of building socialism with Chinese 
characteristics. With establishing Marxist outlook on values, world and life, students get 
assisted in tying the first button of life. We should direct the Buddha-like youths in forming lofty 
ambitions, always maintaining high morale, refining character and enhancing skills in practice, 
and exploring and finding a path to achieve themselves on the ground of their own reality, the 
present condition and down-to-earth practice. We should help the young Buddha-like college 
students to improve their ability to distinguish right from wrong, resist bad temptations, reject 
the erosion of bad thoughts, and look at the difficulties and setbacks on the growth path 
dialectically and optimistically, without shunning or dispirited. They should realize that there 
are ups and downs in life, and they can never deny the whole life due to temporary difficulties, 
and give up the pursuit of ideals due to immediate difficulties. Instead, they should always 
maintain high morale, work hard and be positive and enterprising. With the determination, 
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courage and practice in pursuing dreams, they will obtain a happy and brilliant life in the 
struggle. 

4.3. Cultivate the Sense of Responsibility of Young College Students and Expand 
More Effective Social Education 

Responsibility is to clearly recognize and acknowledge one's own responsibilities while 
consciously and seriously perform social responsibilities. Social responsibility refers to a 
person's responsibility and mission to the motherland, to the nation, to the prosperity and 
progress of mankind, as well as to the existence and development of others. Most of the 
contemporary young college students are "post-95s" and "post-00s". They are basically the only 
children, living in a spoiled atmosphere since childhood, and paying more attention to personal 
emotions and personal value satisfaction and sense of acquisition. Therefore, they tend to 
consider the philosophical question: what do I exist for? And what is my mission and 
responsibility? The loss of responsibilities in some degree is the negative effect of 
postmodernism, which let some students deal with those so-called “world affairs” at the 
thought of “everything following fate”. Hence, we must practice according to National Medium 
and Long-term Youth Development Plan (2016-2025), which requires cultivating people of 
moral character and deepening the education reform. We need to regard improving students’ 
social responsibility, legal awareness, innovative spirit and practical ability as the main tasks 
and carry them into the process of educating. [10] “Effective frustration education can make 
the students learn some relevant knowledge of the frustration response, frustration prevention 
and frustration counseling, and establish a correct outlook on frustration.” [11] College 
students should be assisted in forming correct recognition of frustration, learning to accept 
failure and improving their ability in dealing with setbacks, regarding it as a chance to get 
enhanced in the experience. Young college students should be stronger and braver when the 
more setbacks laid on them. In front of difficulties and setbacks, students should never fall in 
belief and develop great confidence. Never give up, never say failure and never concede 
challenges. Self-motivation should be cultured for students to harvest growth in setbacks to 
develop strong perseverance. Great social practice is the very important part for young college 
students’ social responsibility awareness cultivating and forming. Their sense of responsibility 
will be enhanced and group sense will be developed in practice. We should let students learn 
to make contributions and direct them take their social responsibility actively and be kind and 
care for others. In the practice, the students will develop their consciousness of citizenship and 
the mindset of rule of law. With correct conception in right and duty, they will do their part 
properly to establish the social responsibility in real degree. 

4.4. Innovate the Ideological and Political Education 

First, the method of demonstration by example should be adopted to drive the college students 
to study and get close to surrounding or their inner heart models actively and consciously. With 
learning from the good examples for great spirits and advancing motivation, the students can 
avoid the impact of Buddhist style thoughts and dropping into the moor of unreal world. The 
power of model is immeasurable and they come from those in around of the students, who are 
familiar with them in a direct and real way. With common environment and close age, those 
examples are reachable and creditable, easy for students to believe and accept at a good 
education effect, which will stimulate the students’ passion to devote themselves into the 
socialist modernism construction. 

Second, school internet position should be fostered in its construction to give full play to the 
education function of new media. With the way and language that students familiar with to 
increase the discourse power of internet education, which will help to improve the education 
of universities and colleges, an internet educating platform will be established to strengthen 
the fundamental position of “Two Micro Ends” in the internet position, so as to form a great 
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jointed force for educating through internet and create an atmosphere at “educating for all, in 
the whole process and in all direction”. We should promote the positive energy of the colleges 
and universities in close relation to the trend of the age. With joining young students and getting 
close to their life, we should positively develop various internet cultural products that students 
like in according to students’ interests and the features of students’ major and discourse to form 
a new matrix of internet ideological and political education at point-line-surface pattern 
covering online and offline. 

Third, strengthen the education of young college students’ psychological health to improve the 
colleges or universities psychological health system. With helping students learn to adjust 
emotional distress and psychological stress, they will learn to help themselves positively and 
foster positive strength and quality. Through establishing scientific psychological health idea, 
it can be effectively settled for the negative emotional impact brought by the Buddhist-style 
culture. The colleges and universities should practice under the rule of combining theory and 
practice to optimize their psychological quality, enhance their comprehensive quality and 
improve the psychological counseling service system and psychological crisis intervention 
system. Popularizing the psychological knowledge for college students to try to create a good 
environment for students’ better psychological health and quality, stimulate every young 
college student to pay attention to their psychological health and educate and direct the 
students toward a optimistic and positive life attitude. 

5. Mainstream Media Should Play Their Role in Directing the Public 

With the advancement of mobile internet technology, the media are integrated in nowadays. 
Under the circumstance where everybody can be self-media publisher, there is broad space for 
people to acquire various information and communicate ideas and cultures, and some of them 
unhealthy also spread secretly under the cover of “sugar-coated bullet”. Buddhist-style culture 
is developing and spreading just at the help of internet, the field of public opinion, and 
delivering some positive energy. It also alarms that mainstream media in China should actively 
play its role as a beacon in directing public opinions. They also should try to create a 
harmonious public environment for the young college students today, and purify their soul to 
drive away the impact of Buddhist-style mind. Therefore, mainstream media should promote 
the main melody to promote the positive energy of the society and guide students toward an 
optimistic way.  

It is necessary to strengthen the media’s initiative in the guidance of public opinion, promote 
the core socialist values, and guide the “Buddha-like youth” to recognize the value, so that the 
goals, purposes, and norms of it is internalized in heart and externalized in practice. Meanwhile, 
the internet position should be fully made use of. The traditional media and new media will 
jointly work on in parallel on the way of promotion and education to young college students, 
which will inspire and encourage the students with those positive and typical examples in the 
society. History can provide guidance for nowadays while those examples can inspire us with 
ever=lasting spirits. The Buddha-like youth will be full of confidence and expectation for joining 
and getting emerged into the society. Just as what Lu Xun has said, “The way to get rid of those 
pessimistic voice is just to step forward and there is no need to give any hearing to the self-
abandoned. Do what you can do and voice out what you can voice. Just like a firefly, though the 
light it brings is so minute, can also glow in darkness without waiting a torch. [12] 

In short, nowadays, the young college students should be enterprising. They should be the age 
brave enough to face the “miserable life”. They should embrace with clear life orientation and 
goal as well as social responsibility and master’s spirit. “If given two hundred years in life, it is 
certain that I can swim for three thousand li”, a saying from a swimming lover. Standing at the 
new historic starting point, the contemporary college students should combine their growth 
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with the country’s modernized construction to make their contribution for a prosperous and 
thriving country. With high morale and enthusiasm, they should strive for realizing the Two 
Centenary Goals and the Chinese dream of great Chinese nation rejuvenation. Therefore, 
strengthening the guidance of Buddha-like youth is also a need of reality. It can help them to 
get rid of the moor of Buddhist-style and walk out of the pessimistic mind of “everything 
following fate”. With scientific and correct outlook on life, world and values, they will be 
positive and optimistic to deal with the real life, brave to challenge themselves and realize their 
life value in active participating the great practice of socialist modernization construction. 
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